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LIFE PATH, CAREER - Boundaries 
You have an unlimited potential, so, no more need to set yourself limitations and boundaries.  
Your ideas, enthusiasm and creativity will lead you to the top.  
 

LOVE, RELATIONSHIPS - Start with yourself 
Would you be happy to share your life with someone like you? Are you the happy and positive 
person that you'd like to welcome in your relationship? Are you thriving towards success and 
excellence? BE that person you want to attract into your life. 
 

RESPECT, FAMILY, HEALTH, PAST - Good health and happiness 
You look back at the past and question about your guilt. When you made a decision, it is/was often 
(or always) for the highest good of all - no need to feel guilty, it will lead you nowhere today.  
You did the best you could at the time in the circumstances you lived.  
Today you are who you prepared to be yesterday... who would you like to be tomorrow -> Prepare 
yourself today! 
 

ABUNDANCE, WEALTH & MONEY - Light at the end of the tunnel 
Hang in there, money is coming. Yes, you see the light at the end of the tunnel. Stay positive and you 
will attract more. 
 

YOU - Reinforcing your connections 
You contacting some people you haven't seen in a while and by re-igniting and re-enforcing those 
connections you re-activate your happiness and you promise yourself to stay in touch with them. 
Likewise, they missed you too. 
 

HELP, HELPERS, TRAVELS - Yellow 
Whether it is for safe travel or when you feel you need help, wear something yellow during this 
month of November. 
 

IDEAS, CHILDREN & PROJECTS - There is more 
Same than last month! You may feel that your projects are currently constricted or limited - during 
this month of November (again), they are growing as your imagination pushes their limits. 
 

SPIRITUALITY, STUDY, OPENNESS - Growing Wise 
You grow wise and inspire others. Stay calm, all is well. 
 

WELL-BEING, SELF CONFIDENCE, RECOGNITION - Emotional Health 
Emotional health is often forgotten. During this month, you find your own ways to stay happy and 
encourage others to do likewise. 
 

November 2016 – Growing Wise 
Book your personal reading http://www.fengshuisteps.com/psychic.html  
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